Design meets new products.
Our range is broad and exciting, with innovative and inspiring design. Always with consideration for the
meeting between people, no matter where, when and how it happens. When it comes to choice of materials
and manufacturing methods, we are uncompromising. One of our goals is therefore to ensure, by means of
the FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council) certification, that all products containing wood come from responsibly
managed forests. Furthermore, our Colours by Materia (CbM) concept is growing, with new products and
additional colours. All of this matters when design meets new products.

Colours by Materia.
Furnishing with colour gives you more opportunities to surprise, blend in or stand out. Colours by Materia (CbM) is our answer to everyone with
an open mind. For a long time, flexibility has been synonymous with Materia. In order to emphasise this, we are now introducing three new
CbM colours. With beige, mustard yellow and burgundy red, the palette is even more diversified. Dusty pink, rusty red, blue grey, green, grey,
dark grey, black, and white have already created harmony and also stretched the boundaries. They are all available as standard for a number
of our products. Be coloured by the choices.
The products that come with CbM as standard are: Alto easy chair/sofa/table, Anagram chair/armchair, Crest bench/easy chair/sofa/table,
Hopper table, Motus stool/chair, Neo Lite bar stool/chair/armchair/easy chair, Pax chair, Pilot conference chair, Rocca stool, Today daybed,
Uni table, Vagabond table, Vagabond Duo table, Vagabond Project table, and Vagabond Screen table.

Newcomer 2020.
The design scene is home to a number of promising young talents
just waiting to meet their public. The Newcomer award is our way
of honouring these young bold designers. Since the award was
established in 2006, we have provided an international platform for
young designers reaching out and making a name for themselves in
a highly competitive industry. We see the Newcomer award as an
opportunity to add a touch of playfulness to our range and think even
further outside the box.
The 2020 winner is Alexander Rehn and the product is called Rocca.
Alexander comes from Munich, Germany, where he studied interior
architecture and product design at The Academy of Fine Arts.
Alexander had a clear idea for his product from the start. He noticed
how sedentary we have all become, especially in our offices. His aim
was to create a playful stool inspiring the body to move, a way of
staying active.
What makes the Rocca stool unique is its simplicity. The ring encourages movement and the seat is comfortable, together they interact
to form a unit. At the same time the stool is easy to carry around the
modern activity-based office. The name Rocca is a play on “rocking
chair”, as you sit and rock on the stool.

Rocca stool.
Design: Alexander Rehn
The Rocca stool has a playful design that helps the body to
keep active. The steel tubing gives the stool a minimalistic
appearance, something that also makes it unique. The ring
encourages movement and the seat lets you sit comfortably.
Together they form a unit that interacts. A different kind of
seating that is easy to carry around in activity-based meeting
places. Frame in chrome or CbM powder coating.

Anagram chair/armchair.
Design: Fredrik Mattson
With its strong identity, Anagram can be perceived in
different ways. With its robust frame and well-thought-out
details, the chair can handle rough environments. The legs
loop up behind the backrest, providing an elegant, easyto-grip handle, making the chair easy to move. The seat and
back are available in white pigmented or black stained ash,
and clear lacquered oak. The die-cast aluminium buttons,
running all the way through, match the colour of the frame
and give the chair character. Frame in chrome or CbM
powder coating. A specially designed linking device is
available as an optional extra. Stackable.

Motus chair.
Design: Marie Oscarsson
The Motus chair radiates self-confidence and attitude
while being versatile and adaptable. Together with the
Vagabond table series, it creates an exciting innovation
and a completely mobile way of furnishing. Motus is
suitable as a meeting chair in different environments.
The back attachment has a beautifully designed bracket
that enhances the feel of the design. The castors make it
easy and flexible to move around. The frame is available
in chrome or CbM powder coating.

Pilot conference chair.
Design: Fredrik Mattson
Pilot is a conference chair with an enhanced sense of
support and an inviting design. The gently sloping backrest
gives character, but above all comfort. Details such as the
gently arched armrests and the opening between the seat
and the backrest create a functional design. Pilot is height
and tilt adjustable as well as rotatable, giving a flexible
and ergonomic way of sitting. Choose between castors and
glides. The frame is available in CbM powder coating.

Alto table.
Design: Mattias Stenberg
This practical and elegant side table is fitted directly on the
Alto sofa, low or high seating. The table is small enough to
blend into the environment without getting in the way, while
large enough to accommodate for example a cup and a
mobile phone. When positioned between two seats, the
surface can be shared with a neighbour. Because the table
is hinged, it can be turned aside to make it easy to sit down
on the sofa and then turned back over the legs. The table
top is available in solid white pigmented ash and clear
lacquered oak with tray edge. Attachment arm in chrome
or CbM powder coating.

Hopper table.
Design: Mattias Stenberg
Hopper is a practical table with an attention-grabbing
design. The possibility of adjusting the height of the table,
535-730 mm, makes it adaptable to other furniture and
environments. The function is activated by pressing the
button on the table top. The technical features are concealed in the pillar design. Rotatable glides are a detail
that enables you to pull the table closer towards you. The
table top is available in metal, glass or solid wood. The
solid wood top in white pigmented ash and clear lacquered
oak has an attractive tray edge. Metal top and frame in
CbM powder coating. The frame is also available in
chrome for table tops in glass and wood.

Vagabond Project table.
Design: Marie Oscarsson
Vagabond Project has a classic design with well-balanced
proportions combined with modern functionality. It is a
flexible table on castors, with many areas of application
such as offices, restaurants and schools. The simple design
makes it possible to create changeable environments. The
table is available in several formats, with heights of 730 or
900 mm. Electrical sockets and/or USB sockets and an
accessory box recessed into the table top are available as
an option. The accessory box has space for plants, notepads and pens, etc. The table top is available in white pigmented ash, clear lacquered oak and white HPL laminate.
Frame and accessory box in CbM powder coating.

Vagabond Screen table.
Design: Marie Oscarsson
Vagabond Screen is a project and meeting table which combines form with function. It fits well into for example office
environments, schools and conference venues. Mounting
brackets can be hung onto the table end to enable simple
fitting of a screen. A whiteboard or accessory boxes can
be mounted on the opposite side to conceal the back of the
screen. The table top is available in white pigmented ash,
clear lacquered oak and white HPL laminate, height 730 or
900 mm. Power is available as an optional extra, including
a socket under the table top for the screen, an electric box in
the table top with three electrical sockets plus two USB, one
HDMI and one network socket. Frame, mounting brackets,
accessory box and hooks in CbM powder coating.
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